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ABSTRACT

Animalia is a multi-media inter-species fairytale inspired by the performative behavior

of animals and insects. Animalia is also a larger body of work with sedimental layerings

that materialize as site-specific installations, multi-media and duration performances,

drawings and incarnated images. Inspired and informed by real and imagined encounters

with both living and dead animal life-forms, this work includes observation and research

into ritual and performative activities of specified animals and insects. In the pages to

come I will reconstruct Animalia as both a singular performance and as a larger Body of

Work while investigating the underlying motivations of my practice. This excavation

hatches into a larger nest of inquiries related to subjectivity, embodiment and biophilial

relations.

As a singular performance, Animalia falls into three main animal-themed chapters

inspired by three respective animal entities: social honeybees; birds and other flying

creatures; and antlered deer.  This animal stationing will form the bone-work for the

thesis text.

Figure 2:  Animalia: head of bee, torso of bird, extremities of deer
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1. Introduction

Approaching Art Practice, Aesthetics & Personal Philosophy

Nothing is unreal in Art. Whatever is touched by Art becomes reality.
Naum Gabo1

As an installation and performance artist I invent dream worlds that echo political and

cultural parallels of past and present histories. Combining video, sound and site-specific

lighting to create atmospheres of disreality, my integrated practice places inter-species

communications and environmental awareness within contemporary juxtapositions of

wilderness and urban decay. Discarded belongings and visceral debris (feathers, hair,

bones) act as compasses for my narrative mappings. Recycled materials are transformed

into props and garments, revealing incomplete evidence of past lives. Emerging like

weeds from outgrowths of post-industrial waste and pollution, installation places give

refuge to new habitations of marginal hybrid species. Mythical creatures stem from

cracks and crevices as drawings and performance characters. Their bodies are modified

through transfigurations that abandon notions of gender and identity. By performing

within these installation spaces, I myself become a Utopian gutter creature.

…nothing really convincingly settles the separation of human and animal,
and many people no longer feel the need for such a separation.

Donna Haraway2

Public performances, interventions, murals and collaborations are modes that I employ

to engage viewers in multi-sensory dialogues. Establishing and maintaining art practices

beyond the context of industry and popular culture is integral to my approach. Exploring

ways of working sustainably through creative reuse of materials, skill sharing and body-

mind awareness is vital to my practice. Exchanges with artists and communities in local

and international settings are crucial elements of my work.

Is it possible to inspire enhanced sensitivity to organic environments and human-animal

relations through art? Author Suzie Gablick posits favorable evidence in her book The

Reenchantment of Art.  Looking specifically at ways that art can move beyond modes of
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detachment and cynicism towards new models that "...dare to respond to the cries of the

world,"3 Gablik suggests a movement toward what she calls Reconstructivism, asserting

that "Reconstructivists are trying to make the transition…toward an aesthetics of inter-

connectedness, social responsibility and ecological attunement."4

We need to dissolve the dispassionate patriarchal consciousness, which
has become increasingly maladaptive to the natural and communal world.
The demythologizing of consciousness through art and ritual is one way
that our culture can regain a sense of enchantment.

Suzie Gablik,5

In his book Spell of the Sensuous, David Abram asserts that the invention of the Printing

Press contributed to “the detached view of ‘nature’ that was to prevail in the modern

period,” as people became increasingly “…locked within a discourse that had become

exclusively human…”6 Abram suggests that by re-engaging the senses through

performed rituals, myths and oral histories we can regain our eco-connection.

The Situationist Movement from the late 1950s into the early 70s advocated for reuse of

pre-existing creative elements in new ensembles. Members and followers of this camp

created intentional situations in everyday urban life that shifted viewers experience of

the mundane or unexpected, allowing them to see heightened poetic and/or political

realities. The Situationists approached art as a vehicle for agitation, contributing to

revolutionary thoughts and activity such as the labor strikes and 1968 student uprising in

France.  Like the Situationists, Gablik’s Reconstructivist model suggests ideals of

transformation and change. Expanding beyond the scope of the urban-oriented

Situationists, the Reconstructive aperture widens to include the rural, land, earth,

biosphere, galaxies and spirit consciousness.

Inspired by both the Situationist and the Reconstructivist approach to creative practice, I

embrace a methodology focused on inventing new myths, rituals and life expressions

which speak to and reach to diverse audiences, bringing people (and animals) together in

unusual contexts for poetic acts of re-enchantment, thereby provoking thought and

inspiring change. Given that we live amidst varying degrees of human destruction and
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oppression, it is my hope that through Reconstructive art practices, new levels of

biophilial awareness, compassion and co-habitation can be experienced. Is it possible to

unearth invisible pasts and restore forgotten histories within an ever-unfolding presence

of bewilderments? Gablik states that “without the magical sense of perception, we do not

live in a magical world. We no longer have the ability to shift mindsets and thus to

perceive other realities-to move between the worlds...”7

1.1  Art in Response to Destruction and War

The sexual orientation of war takes on both ecological and human forms.  As first world

countries wage wars on foreign shores, eco-destruction is rampant in localized

communities, endangering the very tissues of life itself.  In order to paint a ray of hope

on this visage of destruction and despair I would like to suggest an imaginary place

inhabited by diverse, eclectic creatures who re-invent mythologies and perform ritual

actions as a means for compassionate inter-specidom and re-habitation. Looking at

historic and current cultural applications of art, there is evidence of a continuous desire

to utilize the arts as a tool for spiritual and material rebuilding in times of distress.

Art gives hope to people. I think the whole picture of art is giving hope to
people, saying what we believe in.  As an Iraqi artist I exist in a comfort
zone here [in the United States]. As an artist at this time I don’t have the
privilege to meditate on aesthetics alone…Even though I exist in this
comfort zone I didn’t forget about the [Iraqi] struggle. Whenever there is
an upheaval you see the creative minds flourish.  Artists want to make
sense of the senseless. Wafaa Bilal8

As an inter-disciplinary, politically concerned & emotionally driven artist I often find it

difficult to operate within the product oriented art world. By upholding the material and

non-material, the object and concept, the hand mark and machine craft, I hope to fuse

past and future into messages rooted in the ever-shifting ebb and flow of now. Working

site-specifically and with time-duration enables me to transcend the synthetic

“neutrality” of museums and galleries. Within the dull space of institutional and

commercial art facilities it is not surprising that the majority of the art itself is also dull.

Creating work outdoors and in public space allows for more diverse and unsuspecting
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audience interactions. Connecting with the nuances and histories of sites, and the various

life forms who inhabit them, opens up opportunities for generating living art. Duration

and suspension performances create possibilities for reaching altered states of

consciousness. Challenging notions of physical limitation infuses vitality into the work,

allowing for visceral experiences. Through performance I attempt to loose myself.

Through performance I am propelled back into my own selfhood, where I face my fears,

doubts and introversions like a bird flying into a windowpane, not perceiving it as glass.

Like it or not we are always visible.
Linda Montano 9

1.2  Artistic Background

I was born in Kalamazoo, Michigan and grew up among a small community of moderate

hippies and liberal educators. My art practice began at a young age with a penchant for

cake decorating. I enjoyed the impermanence of the cake and the carnal act of eating it.

Moreover, I enjoyed inviting guests to participate in the cake eating ceremony (my first

efforts toward creating ritual). My creative energies were focused primarily on the visual

presentation of the cakes, filling collapsed areas with globs of frosting and decorating

with unpredictable and sometimes inedible objects.

Within our family community the cakes were celebrated, yet when I took my labors of

love (cakes) beyond the intimate context of home they were dismissed as strange and

disagreeable.

It was my hope as an emerging cake artist to seduce viewers into a more open and

tolerant way of viewing cakes and, hence, the world at large. After a bout of frustrating

experiences including disqualifications from cake contests (where to my dismay all of

the home-made cakes looked identical), I abandoned the field and began searching for

new creative modes of expression. This cake story marks the beginning of my ongoing

struggle as a visionist living in a culture of fabrications.
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My creative expressions shifted inward in the early 90s as Ronald Reagan was elected

President of the United States. In 1983 I was accepted into a prestigious behavior

modification program, housed in a Christian mental institution in northern Michigan.

Having little contact with the outside world, I was able to re-focus my practice to include

Bean Art and Potpourri. For better or for worse, the career was short lived.  After months

of obsessively lining up beans and macaroni I began to recognize, through the

modification teachings, that it would be preferable to society if I abandoned all forms of

creative expression. Therefore from 1984-1989 I dedicated my life to the pursuit of

normalcy and the strict avoidance of being an artist.

After numerous miserable years of failed normalcy I drifted back into the arms of art and

music practice as the Reagan Era came to a close. I entered the Rhode Island School of

Design in 1990 where I discovered an inspiring group of young women artists working

with their bodies and exploring materials from women’s folk art traditions such as

fabric, hair and domestic filigree. Displaced within a formal & highly departmentalized

institution (RISD), I stitched myself into the seams of the Sculpture Department where

there was more flexibility to work collaboratively, site specifically and performatively

using the body.  During that time I began making performances and installations in

empty buildings and outdoor settings around Providence, Rhode Island.  Feminist

cinema and art theory were introduced through seminars with cultural historian Mary

Anne Staniszewski and semiotics filmmaker Leslie Thornton (Brown University). Art

school re-informed my distaste for what I viewed to be a highly competitive, commercial

driven, alienating art world, and upon graduating I fled to San Francisco and immersed

myself in the underground art and music scenes. For over 11 years I performed,

exhibited, lived, loved and collaborated as a multi-disciplinary artist and activist in the

San Francisco Bay area. In the mid 1990s I witnessed the effects of NEA funding cuts

and the inflated dot.com boom and subsequent crash, during which time numerous arts

organizations closed their doors and artists, along with other low-income renters, were

evicted from their homes. In response to the hi-tech infiltration, I participated in a

counter-movement of low-fi media activism, Public Access television, experimental
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film-video, music using cassette recordings and answering machine loop tapes, and

performances incorporating slide and super-8  projections (figure 3).

 

Figure 3 L: Down River (Ryder & collaborator Anah-K) Accordion Dewette, super-8 film used in
performance. San Francisco, CA. 1999

Figure 4 R: Marina Abramovic, Cleaning the House, 199510

1.3    Inspirations, Motivations, Influences

1.3.1 Human Motivations

Before navigating deeper into the fur, feathers and headgear of Animalia, I would like to

introduce some of the human motivations feeding my art practice.  There are a number

of artists whose work approaches themes of embodiment, environment, ritual and

time/duration who have been influential to the development of my artistic sensibility:

Installation Artist Ann Hamilton, Life Artist Linda Montano, Performance Artists

Marina Abramovic, Rebecca Horn (figure 16), Joseph Beuys & Ana Mendieta, Dancer

Louie Fuller, Folk Artist Faith Ringold, Composer R. Murray Schafer & Accordionist

Pauline Oliveros (to name a few).

To begin, I would like to discuss the work of some artists who explore themes of body,

breath and integrated meditative practice.  Performance artist Marina Abramovic (figure
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4) tests the limits of body and body-mind relationships while exploring possibilities for

multi-gendered, trance states. To cite one example, with collaborator Ulay she created a

performance in which they inhaled each other’s breath until their lungs filled with

carbon dioxide and they lost consciousness.11 Abramovic has worked with alchemical

and visceral materials such as fire, knives, bones, crystals and snakes. She has created

meditative performances as a vehicle for experiencing connections and exchanges with

audience participants.

Employing meditation as a vehicle for music improvisation and listening technique,

Pauline Oliveros approaches the squeezebox as an extension of breath and a messenger

from ancient times.  As an accordionist for over 60 years, she sees this “outsider

instrument” (or working class piano) as a technology of breath that reaches back to the

origins of reed instruments. “Playing the accordion has influenced my interest in breath

oriented music-that is pieces that are shaped by breath-like rhythms that flow

organically,” she explains.12 Oliveros’s Deep Listening meditation embraces a

Reconstructive approach to interactive, spiritually engaged art practice wherein

participants expand their listening to “hear the universe”.

Bridging themes of body to include site-specific outdoor environments, Cuban born

artist Ana Mendieta used her body and various primal materials to create earth works

and performances that materialized as residual documents. Animal blood, water, mud,

tar, feathers and gunpowder were primary elements in much of her work. Mendieta’s

performances were often created without an audience and brought into galleries and

museums posthumously. In contrast, composer R. Murray Schafer creates participatory

outdoor performance rituals. Schafer's The Princess of the Stars, for example, begins at

dawn on a lake. Audience participants must journey to the lake in the dim hours of pre-

dawn to arrive in time for the sunrise ceremony.  Lake becomes stage during the

spectacle as performers approach their audience in canoes. Schafer also involves

participants in an annual planting ritual in Ottawa, Canada called The Spirit Garden,

where participants plant and harvest an actual garden while performing songs and

dances. In late fall the garden is burned as the Four Winds of Winter appear. The
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seasonal ceremony is completed with an indoor feast of  harvested food from the garden.

Joseph Beuys, best known for his performance rituals of the 1960s, commissioned the

planting of 7,000 trees in Kassel, Germany in 1982 as a public artwork. Beuys, an

environmental activist, hoped that the tree project would inspire future planting and

environmental renewal activity around the world.

Relevant to the re-wilding projects of Schafer and Beuys, the Wish Garden is an

community garden project, located at the Sanctuary for Independent Media in Troy, NY,

Participants are given a choice of flowers and seedlings and were invited to paint

pictures and write wishes on rocks and popsicle sticks to accompany their plantings.

Wish Gardeners are then encouraged to return and watch their wishes grow. The garden

was initially created with media activists, students, and neighborhood residents in May

2007. The hands-on accessibility of this gardening project has drawn in people from the

neighborhoods who normally shy away from the Media Art Center.

Figure 5: Wish Garden, Sanctuary for Independent Media, Troy, NY 2007

Shifting from environment-based work toward animal inclusivity, contemporary artist

Lynne Hull expands the idea of audience to include animals.  In one project entitled

Raptor Roosts, Hull makes sculptural bird perches in rural Nebraska in an area where

trees have been replaced by electrical poles, causing the electrocution of birds when they
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land. Hull's decorative Roosts were created to attract birds, providing them with a safe

place to rest.  These sculptural roosts are also appreciated by human viewers. "Passersby

may inform them as sculptures," she writes, "while the birds have a safer roosting

place."13

Pushing the paradigm of audience-viewer even farther, in 2007 singer-songwriter Mirah

Yom Tov Zeitlyn participated in a collaboration, Share this Space, inspired by French

entomologist Jean Henri Fabré, whose writing “chronicles the spiritual, mythical and

practical ties of societies throughout history to the insects around them.”14 The project

attempts to contrast Fabre’s love of insects against what Mirah calls “our current societal

impulses towards germ and insect phobia and annihilation, by the likes of which we are

effectively destroying the balance of our own biosphere.”15 In Mirah’s Love Song of a

Fly, a common housefly is the performer who entertains  a human viewer:

I take offer of your open window and permit myself the nearness of you
even just the scent of what you’ve left behind drives me in circles of lust.
oh, your crumbs and your dust!  I enter each room and perform for you
might you love me alone for my skill and grace, how we tease and chase
this song for you, I hum in your favorite key please render me adoringly.

Mirah Yom Tov Zeitlyn 16

Finally, Canadian artist Agatha Dyck collaborates with living bees by leaving objects for

them to sculpt into waxen artifacts (figure 7). “People seem to think that apiary work is

natural. They don’t think anything at all about the fact that we take the honey or who

built the hive boxes.” says Dyck in an interview with Sigrid Dahle, ”There’s a whole

artificial thought of what natural is. So as soon as the bees make ‘art’ people think that’s

not natural anymore and yet it’s the most natural thing that they do because they will

build in anything. On to anything. They just build anywhere.” 17
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Figure 6  L: Agatha Dyck, Bee and Shoe, 199418

Figure 7 R: Agatha Dyck, Inter Species Communication, 1999-200019

1.3.2 Animal Inspirations

…if indeed fish are our distant ancestors and mice are our cousins, then
our own traits... must be…continuous with those found in the rest of the
earthly environment.  David Abram 20

Animal interactions and collaborations have always been intuitive with origins in

childhood or past lives. My parents were nature enthusiasts, travelers and teachers.

When we weren’t in school we were camping, exploring and traveling the world near

and far. A youthful fascination with non-human creatures led me to take up animal

portraiture.  I worked with subjects ranging from spiders to turtles. Models were selected

based on their willingness to pose (in college I began drawing dead birds, who are

excellent models). In elementary school I presented my first public performance with an

animal collaborator. For a school report I thought it would be interesting to bring in a

real animal (instead of regurgitated information from a book) so I convinced my piano

teacher who lived on a hog farm to lend me a baby pig.  The pig action was received

with mixed enthusiasm at school and it incidentally became a farewell performance for

the pig, who was smothered to death accidentally by her mother later that week. A few

years later I collaborated with the family dog, a Scottish terrier, who sang while I played

bagpipes.
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Animal themes persisted in my work.  During a life-art collaboration called Daughters of

Houdini, I worked with the iconography of the polar bear as a code for Bi-Polar

“Disorder” and the symbolic applications of hibernation and camouflage in relation to

sexual orientation (homo-visibility).   Several years later in San Francisco I fell under the

spell of the honeybee.  During a severe episode of Bronchitis I discovered honey to be a

medicinal remedy for coughing fits. My interest in alternative medicine gave way to a

fascination with honeybees and their societies.  Through an onslaught of bee research I

began constructing fantasy narratives based on the ritualistic behavior of  bees.  Initially

these narratives developed into a series of paintings rendered on old and intriguing

surfaces.  Then, in October 2000 I met and worked with a professional beekeeper and

wrote the script and score for a multi-media performance, Passion of the Bees, a

continuum of the earlier bee narratives (figures 8-9).

Figure 8: Passion of the Bees: dream sequence, Jon Sims Center, San Francisco, CA, 2001

Passion of the Bees combined projections, costume and movement with live music and

narration to tell the story of a priest/beekeeper who falls in love with a “queen bee” (a

disenchanted drag queen). Shifting perspective from interior hive narratives to exterior
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bee-keeping scenes, the plot raises issues of colonization and labor ethics as the Priest

takes honey from the bees. Revenge is achieved by the bees when the “queen” takes on

human form and seduces the priest in his parish.  In the end the priest dies the death of a

drone bee as his sex organs rip from his body (while he continues to fuck the queen).

Buried next to the beehive in the church cemetery, a final scene shows the priest

resurrected as a bee.

Passion of the Bees was created and presented as a work in progress in 2001 at the Jon

Sims Center for the Performing Arts in San Francisco with a cast of seven performers

and a five musicians. This project marked the culmination of my first series of bee

inspired work.

Figure 9: Passion of the Bees   L: death of  priest   R: dream sequence  Jon Sims Center for the Arts,
San Francisco, CA,  2001

It was not until 2007 that my obsession with bees revived when artist friends EE Miller

and Xylor became beekeepers at their nearby home in Holyoke, MA.  This sparked a

new series of bee related projects and collaborations.
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2.  An Introduction to the Animalia Creatures: bees, birds and antlered

deer

 head of bee extremities of deer
torso of bird

There are three primary animal entities featured in the Animalia performance series:

bees, birds and antlered deer. The head of Animalia looks at the society of honeybees

and their current struggles for survival within diminished environmental conditions. The

midriff of Animalia explores bird thematics including journey, migration and flights of

fancy in response to times of destruction and war. The headgear and extremities of

Animalia uses antlers to look at identity, gender, queerness & interspecies trajectories.

2.1  Collectivity & Social Collapse in the New Millennium, an

Introduction to the Honeybee

Honeybees are collective artists and agricultural workers. They pollinate a vast majority

of plants and flowers. Their matriarchal communities are composed almost entirely of

infertile “female” bees. Producing an array of vital inventions, their collaborative

handiwork includes: honey, wax and royal jelly. Bees are medics, healers, cooks,

pharmacists, body artists, choreographers and buzzers. Bees also communicate through

song and dance.  Specialized movements of the honeybee, called Waggle Dances,

communicate the direction and distance of honey. Honey and other bee concoctions are

made organically from gathered nutrients and body fluids. Bees are sculptors and

architects. They make their own wax and mortar (propolis), from which they build their

homes. It is not surprising that Apitherapy and Bee Sting Therapy have been used for

centuries to treat diseases such as Multiple Sclerosis.

In contrast to more commonly known creatures, it is the “female” worker bee who packs

a stinger, and each bee gets only one sting. The performance of sting is both venomous

and healing, eternal and finite. The sting of the bee is her ultimate sacrifice and
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declaration of love. Her sting is her suicide.  In a recent interview about xenophobia and

fear of foreign invasion for Colony Collapse Radio (a collaboration with EE Miller) Iraqi

born artist Wafaa Bilal compared bee stings to suicide bombers.  “There is a parallel

between bees & suicide bombers because they both die defending something. We fear

both of them.  Bees don’t attack people for the sake of attacking, they attack out of

defense,” Bilal suggested during our interview in March 2008. In this interview Bilal

referred to the words of Edward Said, who described suicide bombing as an “act of

desperation.” Bilal sees the bee sting in a similar light.

In 2007 a mysterious bee condition called Colony Collapse Disorder came into public

awareness wherein honeybees began disappearing and leaving empty hives. Whether we

see this as an act of defiance, an omen, an agricultural crisis or plea for help from the

disappearing bees, it is certainly a wake-up call to recognize the importance and

uniqueness of these magical beings. Whether we create ceremonies like rain dances

begging the bees to return, or communicate the information necessary to restore climates

to conditions in which bio-diversity can thrive, we must find ways to respond. With

these concerns in mind I channel the bees and hope to convey the scent of their

struggles.

Knowledge  is born of the desire to know, Art derives from the necessity
to communicate and to announce...The stimulus of Art is the abundance
of our emotions and our latent desires.

Naum Gabo21

As a bee artist and forager I believe it is my responsibility to communicate ideas,

directions and recipes for survival.

2.2  Bird Symbolism & Metaphors of Flight

…it is thus that a raven soaring in the distance is not, for me, a mere visual
image; as I follow it with my eyes, I inevitably feel the stretch and flex of
its wings with my own muscles, and its sudden swoop toward the nearby
trees is a visceral as well as a visual experience for me.  David Abram 22
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As  songsters and skydivers, birds are both aural and aeronautical communicators. They

engage in complex array of astronautics, acrobatics, migrations, navigations and

mysterious flight rituals. Birds are often receptive participants in call and response

dialogs. One only need speak their language and birds are happy to reply. During

outdoor performances and art projects I’ve interacted with a variety of birds, particularly

crows and bats.

Observations on crows. Crows dance through the sky in solos, duets and group

formations. With sudden swooping gestures they move en mass through the ether like

well-rehearsed dance routines in a Busby Berkley movie. “Murders” of Crows fly boldly

through the hours of dusk, as if to impart messages of epic proportion. Crows can also be

seen performing stationary wing motions as they perch in their favorite trees. Once

considered a symbol of wisdom in ancient folklore, crows are now being exiled from

urban areas such as Troy with pyrotechnic rockets and lasers.

Observations on bats. Bats perform quite differently than crows. Through aerial

movements and sightless navigations their presence is relational to that which surrounds

them, thus bats will fly close to humans and other body forms. These nocturnal beings,

like the honeybees, are suffering a recently detected epidemic called White Nose

Syndrome where thousands of bats are dying in the Northeastern United States. Clearly

there is a need to re-connect with bird creatures such as bats and crows in these times of

pestilence and exile.

2.3  Velvet Horns & Antlered Doe, The Gendering of Antlers

Deer are enchanted fairy divas who grow pointed branches from their heads like winter

trees. Deer, like crows, are considered common pests in urban areas due to car accidents,

Lyme disease and garden havocs. Stemming from an ongoing investigation of

hermaphroditic deer, a naturally occurring and scientifically documented animal species,

my personal interest in deer began through an antler fixation.
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Excerpts from an interview with Ryder Cooley by Shawn Stone

RC: I found these deer, they were actually on a deer farm. I got obsessed
with them and I visited them everyday and observed them. I talked with the
deer farmer.

SS: Cooley connected the antlers with disarmament, but this didn’t last
long.

RC: I got very interested in the growth and the shedding of the antlers
…and the violent implications of the antlers…It turned into this internal
fairy tale for me, with these deer characters and thinking about becoming
a deer.23

Most hermaphroditic deer have small velveteen antlers and are sometimes referred to as

Velvet Horns.  Because these antlers are too small and delicate to be used as weapons,

they take on new symbolic meaning as post-violence residue and gender camouflage.

Viewed simultaneously as ornamentation and deformity, the symbolic interpretations of

queer deer antlers echo parallel narratives within historical and contemporary

sociological frameworks of gender departure, dysphoria and transfiguration.

Figure 10: Antlered Doe, pen and ink drawing on found paper, 2006
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3. Animal-Themed Projects 2005-2008

The complex interchange that we call "language" is rooted in the non-
verbal exchange always already going on between our own flesh and the
flesh of the world.         David Abram 24

As a larger body of work, Animalia materializes into a series of site-specific and time

based performances and installations hatched between 2005-2007. These projects were

exhibited as photographic documents, drawings and residue in the RPI Arts Department

gallery (March 2008), in conjunction with the MFA performance (figure 11).

Figure 11: Animalia Exhibit, RPI Arts Department, West Hall gallery, 2008

3.1  Projects Inspired by the creative work of honeybees

Current bee projects are focused on humans and bees, using bees as a lens for looking at

conditions in the world. Colony Collapse Radio Series is a collaboration with artist-

beekeeper EE Miller. As radio producers we are hosting seven curated shows traversing

the buzzing and despair of multiple displacements and increasingly hazardous

environments effecting bees (and humans) today. Through our radio foragings we are
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searching for the necessary nectars and visions for imagining new and sustainable

hives. Colony Collapse Disorder Radio hopes to impart information and inspire ideas

that will accompany future collective art swarms. Weekly two-hour broadcastings are

airing on 91.5 FM-WRPI from March-May 2008 and are available as pod casts through

colonycollapsedisorder.wordpress.com.  The series will culminate with an invitation to

swarm to the Wish Garden at the Sanctuary for Independent Media and participate in a

collective gardening project.

3.2  Projects inspired by the flying rituals of birds

In 2005 I began working with aerial performer Marina Luna. Through the collaboration I

discovered that it was possible to transcend gravity, something that I had always both

desired and feared.  The anti-gravity process began by learning basic movements on the

trapeze, which I then translated to other contraptions. The first suspension project was

part of an installation at Intersection for the Arts in San Francisco where I suspended a

chair in a two-story stairwell. Phantom View of the Mancuso Furniture Showroom

revolved around this wooden chair floating where architectural scars revealed evidence

of vanished floorboards from days when the building was once a furniture shop.  The

installation included video projection with archival footage of the San Francisco

earthquake, a recorded soundtrack and a six-hour performance seated in the chair, during

which I played concertina and created a meditative wall drawing.

This project led to a series of site-specific suspension performances, beginning with the

Beaver Mill Bridge Projects at the Contemporary Artists Center in North Adams, MA,

home of the former Beaver Mill textile factory. The first of these two projects, Riverbird

Serenade, was created during the summer of 2005 as described below:

A carved wooden chair was suspended from an industrial bridge ten feet over a river,

with cars driving overhead and birds flying by. The river was heavily polluted from

factory run-off.  Nevertheless, the site was home to a number of animals, insects and

plant life, including bats, fish, spiders and otters.  During practices and performances
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interactions with these creatures were frequent. Scheduled musical serenades were

performed in the chair, culminating in a three-hour performance for the opening

exhibition.  These performances could be viewed from the gallery windows or the

riverbank. An accompanying indoor installation consisted of four chairs suspended in

individual windows. A nest of rocks collected from the river was placed beneath each

chair. One empty open window invited viewers to look outside and see the suspended

chair. During non-performance hours the performance could be watched inside on a

video monitor. Site, history, environment, and animal interactivity were integral

elements to this work. Taking the art away from the prescribed gallery and inserting it

into the environment drew viewers outside to an under appreciated location. Bringing the

river into the gallery as rock piles was also important to the cross-pollination of the piece

(figure 12).

Riverbird Serenade, story

A garment worker collects feathers on her way to work and hides them
beneath her sewing table.  Secretly, she begins to spin a dress of golden
thread and feathers.  When the dress is complete, she puts it on and flies

out the window, hovering above a polluted river which powers the factory.
Before flying away she remembers the other workers toiling inside the

factory and decides to stay. From the bridge she serenades the workers  so
that their working hours are filled with song.25

Riverbird Serenade, lyrics

‘Twas autumn when the wind doth blow
And maidens to the factories go

They sew and sew and sew and sew
Until their hearts are tainted blue.

Then back again the following morn
A soldier blows a mournful horn

They sew again with bloody hands
The garments for an army.

The seamstress sewed a feathered wing
Upon a gown of golden string
She flew above the riverside

And there she sang until she died….
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Figure 12 L: Riverbird Serenade, Beaver Mill Bridge, N. Adams, MA, 2005

Figure 13 R: River Apparitions, Beaver Mill Bridge, N. Adams, MA, 2006

One year later, in August 2006, I suspended a trapeze from the Beaver Mill Bridge and

created a second performance, River Apparitions (figure 13), which included live music

and recorded sound created with collaborator Ven Voisey. An intimate trapeze ritual

occurred each day for three weeks in preparation for the public performance.  Otters and

fish swam through the murky waters and squirrels darted along the trivets of the bridge.

Traffic passed overhead, shaking the trapeze and parasols as I practiced and performed.

The Singing Tree (figures 1 & 14) was a one-month weekly performance ritual created in

October 2006 at RPI in Troy, NY. In this project an old wooden chair, adorned with

carvings and feathers, was suspended from the boughs of a large oak tree. Hovering in

this chair, I played the singing saw as participants drifted in and out with additional

sounds and music. Recycled birdhouses installed with recorded sound loops were placed

in the branches of the tree. Also nestled in the limbs of the tree were a collection of

chimes and gongs made by local musician Sara Ayers. The chimes were reconstructed

from recycled materials: old cymbals, cowbells, garbage can lids, pulleys and metal
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piping. Initially, the chimes were quiet as they rested in the tree. Gradually, as the leaves

fell and tree branches were exposed to the wind, the chimes became more vocal. By the

end of the month there was a cacophony of sound emanating from the Singing Tree,

bringing a heightened awareness to the tree and surrounding hillside (an area which was

easily dismissed due to construction, parking lots and fences). Past presences echoed in

the recycled objects: the wooden chair was once a tree, the feathers were once attached

to birds, the dress was once worn by my great grandmother and the antlers on my head,

donated by an RPI construction worker/deer hunter, once belonged to a deer.

As each week passed, the Singing Tree project evolved, introducing new elements and

participants. Environmental sounds blended with performed instruments. Sirens, crows,

rustling leaves, cars and voices all converged and became part of the soundscape. Unlike

the indoor art of museums, theaters & galleries, the interactivity of this project was not

limited to humans. Squirrels, birds, leaves and blowing wind were active presences.

Figure 14: Singing Tree interactive performance, RPI Arts Department, October 2006

In July 2007 the Singing Tree was chopped down along with several other trees in the

area after some rotting was discovered. It is important to acknowledge that by chopping

down these trees, public housing was eliminated for a number of squirrels, birds and
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insects.  A few of these displaced critters were later discovered squatting the buildings of

the RPI Arts Department, which unfortunately was met with some hostility. The residue

of this project commemorates the beautiful trees that once grew outside West Hall. May

the Singing Tree and her cousins linger in our memories when leaves fall and crows

come to rest.

Deer Suspension (figure 15) was a three-hour performance during which I suspended

from the bell tower of a 19th Century church with my collaborator, a disembodied deer.

Recorded sound and intermittent bell ringing added layers to the performance. A larger

installation included murals, tea bags, feathers, candles and a rose window alteration

wherein the center cross was replaced with a mosaic of feathers. This project was created

on site at St. Anthony’s Church in Albany, NY in the summer of 2007.

Figure 15 Deer Suspension, St. Anthony’s Bell Tower. Albany, NY 2007

Finally, during a series of documented exchanges with artists Jen Smith and Gretchen

Hildebran, feathers were pierced into my skin in selected outdoor settings around San

Francisco, CA. This exchange culminated in a collaborative video project, Feathering,

shot in the Marin Headlands in November 2006. A re-enactment of Feathering was

performed with Boryanna Rossa June 2007 at St. Anthony’s Church in Albany, NY

(figure 17).
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Figure 16 R: Rebecca Horn, Cockfeather Mask for Dieter, 197326

Figure 17 L:  Feathering, Albany NY, 2007

3.3  Projects Inspired by Antlered Deer

Reflections on collaborating with a dead, antlered deer.

My body deer is invisibly suspended, floating. Our breath meets in space. Mine in life,

hers in death.  I approach her and through me she re-experiences the living world.

Through her I travel back in time. I feel her death in my body as she becomes part of me.

There is a body politic and a body flesh. A flesh feminine and a feminized flesh.

With my body I perform femininity. Through my body he becomes she as I become him

who is now her. Together we form what Donna Haraway calls a post-gender, post-

human chimera or cyborg, “a creature in a post-gender world.”27 I demasculate the buck

as s/he  endows me with antlers. I am packing the rack when I strap the deer to my body.
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She is my dead phallus, my detonated projection, my castration, my vasectomy, my

androgyny, my gender camouflage.

There is always a creative way to empower a seeming lack of power.
Linda Montano 28

Genderizations have always haunted me.  Why is the application of gender so binary?

Art is an expression of identity and individuation. There is a body of language and a

language of body. There is a body of inheritance and there is inherited body, body as

vehicle, as inter-connectivity and hybrid consciousness. The trophy deer is dis-gendered.

As my collaborator, she is re-gendered. He becomes she becomes we.

interview with Ryder Cooley by Danielle Furfaro, Albany Times Union29

The deer heads are trophies that were killed by hunters.  By putting them
on my body, I can bring them back to life and be their body for them…and
there’s a certain perceived gender to wearing antlers.  I become a cross-
gender, interspecies deer.

Introduction to Still

I found Still at an antique shop near the train station in Troy, NY.  I purchased her for

$50. The plaque she was nailed to bears the name of her executioner (which I have lost).

She is truncated below the chest.  Her antlers are long and smooth.  She is stuffed with

foam and weighs about 12 pounds. Her eyes are lined with black and she has long

lashes. Prior to our trip to New York City I attached a bird wing to her right antler. She

often rides in the front seat of my car, which people find strange and amusing as we pass

by them. Everywhere we go together is a performance. We are both life artists and death

artists.

People are generally attracted to Still and find her to be cute. Often times I am asked if I

killed her. On numerous occasions deer hunters (men) have approached us and eagerly

shared their deer hunting stories, not considering that we might find it disturbing. In

general, people are not at all concerned that this animal (Still) is dead & decapitated, nor

do they recognize her as evidence of an act of violence.
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Figure 18 L: Deer Hovering, Exit Art, NYC 2007   

Figure 19 R: Ryder walking to Exit Art with Still in blizzard, NYC 2007

Deer Hovering was a three-hour performance with video and sound at Exit Art, NYC, in

the spring of 2007. For three hours I suspended myself on a swing with my deer

collaborator. During the performance a third body was constructed, a post-gender

antlered being who hovered chimerically in a space betwixt forest and civilization.

Description of Exit Art performance, as told by Still (the deer)

We rode the train together from Albany to NYC.  This was my first time
on a train and it was snowing. I wore a red scarf around my neck and sat in
the window seat.  Looking out the window, I missed my deer body and
longed to leap through the snowy trees.  There appeared to be little food
for a deer to eat outside, and that is one benefit of not having a body, I
never get hungry in the winter anymore.

The train conductor took our picture and told us deer hunting stories. He
jokingly complimented my rack, as men often do. Men have always been
strangely attracted to me, and that is how I came to die, through the
repressed desire and antler envy of a human deer hunter.

We arrived at Penn Station in a blizzard. Ryder took pictures as we walked
to Exit Art through the snow.  We were stopped by many admirers along
the way.  In the gallery we hung a swing and projected trees onto the wall
behind us.  On the swing we constructed a hybrid body. For three hours
we hovered as other performances happened around us. We wore
feathered shoes on our two feet to help us float. During the performance
we reached a state of mutual admiration for our newly formed body.
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Throughout the performance people took  photographs as if we were a
carnival sideshow, which was disconcerting and made me wonder why we
were engaging in such a narcissistic activity. Was the performance another
articulation of Ryder’s internalized masochism? Ryder argued that we
were self-objectifying.  Does that justify the performance?

After the show we walked to Penn Station through the snow and caught
the last train to Albany. Aboard the train we slept in each other’s arms and
when we arrived home we shoveled the car out of a snow bank and drove
away.

Hoofprints of a Spooked Game was a collaborative performance created with dancer

Sara E. Worden and our disembodied deer. The performance combined shadow-theater,

stilts, wood chopping, recorded audio, video and live music.  Hoofprints was presented

at the Sanctuary for Independent Media in Troy, NY in May 2007. The recorded

soundtrack was created at the historic Troy Gasholder Building.

  

Figure 20 L & R: Hoofprints of a Spooked Game, Sanctuary for Independent Media, Troy, NY, 2007

Hoofprints, lyrics

Go into the shadows deer
I’ll be there and we can dance

But do not leave the shadows deer
For you may not find your way back.
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If you loose your way my deer
I will guide you back to me

We’ll be shadows with out skins
Shrouded in our mystery.

Leave your organs in the woods
Let the hunters have their games

We shall listen for the end
In the safety of the trees

Leaving hoof prints in our wake
Tracing stitches onto leaves

In 2005 I created a series of performances to protest the two-year anniversary of the US

Invasion of Iraq.  Performed three years in a row at the New York State Capital and

Federal buildings in Albany, NY, the project was constructed around a mythological

deer character, Vigil Deer, who wore hermaphroditic antlers and was clothed in red to

symbolize the color of martyrdom and blood.  This character evolved into a second

figure, Blood Deer, who wore flaming antlers, a blood stained dress and held a ball of

frozen animal blood that slowly melted in her hands.  Both characters were created as

reminders of the suffering caused by violence and war. Blood Deer was first performed

in 2005 in the woods of Albany NY and again at White Box, NYC, in July 2007

(figure 21).

Figure 21: Blood Deer, White Box, NYC 2007
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Introduction to Scarey

My father found Scarey in Hudson, New York at a junkshop (the building has since been

purchased by Marina Abramovic for a future performance art center). Scarey was

purchased for $20. She is filled with plaster and weighs roughly 20 pounds, which

makes her a dollar a pound deer. She is truncated just below the neck at a diagonal angle.

She has extra nubs at the front of each antler.  Her antlers are thick and bumpy. Her eye

sockets are filled with straw. Both ears fall off frequently and have to be re-sutured to

her body.

3.4  Animalia, Stories of Collapse, Calamity and Departure, MFA

Thesis Performance

Exploring metaphors of flight in response to social distress, environmental destruction

and the reverberations of war, the Animalia performance travels through a series of

dystopic tableaux, invoking visions of human & animal interrelations, secret bee

societies, haunted American dreamscapes and surreal circus scenes.  Live and recorded

music on singing saw, standup bass & accordion accompany light, shadow and video

projections in this performance work.

Suspending aerial movements within abstracted stretches of time and place, Animalia

inserts the body of both performer and viewer into immersive, cinematic dream worlds.

Embedding personal mythology into found and envisioned places, this work intends to

reinsert the lyricism of folk theater and ceremonial ritual (Joseph Beuys, R. Murray

Schaefer, Bread & Puppet Theater) into contemporary art modalities such as Installation,

Body Art and Feminist Articulations. Throughout the performance, time shifts into slow

motion, like Butoh dance or early silent film.

Performed on May 2, 2008 in the basement of Darren Communication Center, in the RPI

Arts Department Black Box Theater, Animalia was created with living human

collaborator Todd Chandler (bass, aerials and trans-species movement), and previously-

living deer collaborators: Still (the feathered deer) and Scarey (the ghost deer). This
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thesis performance was a merging of our four bodies and energies.  We worked day and

night editing video, suspending ourselves from a studio lighting grid, strapping on,

strapping off and facing our individual and circumstantial limitations. Animalia, Stories

of Collapse, Calamity and Departure was a massive undertaking which would not have

been true to its hybrid form had it been created or performed in any other way.  The

process of producing this work-in-progress performance was exquisitely exhausting.

Without the willingness to take risks and the loving labor of all participants (which

extended beyond performers to include friends, family, faculty and colleagues) the show

would not have been possible.

3.4.1 Description and Prologue

This 40-minute performance takes place in a dimly lit theater space. The performance

has already begun as viewers enter the room and become part of the installation

environment. A continuous video backdrop and recorded soundtrack leads the audience

through four narrative chapters. The stage and performers are draped in off-white fabrics

to blend video images with performed activity. Live movement and music create layers

of overlapping narratives as moving bodies become part of the projections. Deer are

strapped to human bodies to create inter-species forms. Shadows insert additional figures

into the landscape.

Figure 22, Animalia, Prologue, Todd playing standup bass with Still. RPI 2008
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Prologue: Mysterious creatures enter the tableaux, re-enchanting a devastated landscape.

The bowing of a carcass brings life to a disembodied deer. Untold stories are transmitted

through the murmurings of a singing saw. (figure 22)

3.4.2  Chapter One: Body of the Hive

Body of the Hive inter-cuts archival black & white educational footage from a 1950s film

called Bee City with video shot at a contemporary beehive in Holyoke, MA. Exploring

the notion of bee colony as hive body or social body, the beehive represents a social

center, a factory or metropolis. The worker bee community spills out of this time-capsule

hive as a visceral swarm of collective memories.

This 15-minute vignette begins after viewers are seated in the theater and the prologue

fades into darkness. A performer enters wearing large white sunglasses and carrying a

suitcase and a metal hand saw. She begins to bow the saw as the educational film

narration describes activities inside a beehive. The suitcase doubles as travel accessory

and portable pollinator. When the hive is opened, the working bees are objectified and

misconstrued through a disembodied man’s voice, re-edited from the original Bee City

narration, while the performer personifies the body of the hive.  Gradually, by turning the

tool of pacification (the bee "smoker”) in upon herself, the performer becomes both bee

and beekeeper.  The bees are then re-presented in an intimate post-swarm narrative. The

suitcase is a vessel for a secret beehive. Referencing the tradition of nuns as beekeepers,

the hive is portrayed as a convent, with human “sisters” as caretakers (figure 23).

Environmental distress, internal friction and hive dysphoria lead to Colony Collapse and

hive abandonment. A solitary journey of body memories, pollinations and searchings

ensues.

Body of the Hive, narration

In veils we visit the bees and recite the names of the departed ones.
It is believed that the bees carry souls of the dead

safely to the netherworlds.
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The bees live inside a dream, their hive is a convent,
tended by sisters of an unknown order.

The body expands, the box is too rigid
distress, friction and claustrophobia prevail.

Daughters of the hive divide, sisters of the veil prepare for a swarm.

As she stepped out of the dream she became her own enemy
the thief of her own honey, the tear gas of her own riot,

the smoke of her own oppression.

Labor continues while the disorienting scent of smoke
masks the impending collapse of a dreamed society.

The pollen was rancid; the air was heavy with soot.
Though she could scarcely lift the weight of her own body,

 she continued to smoke herself.

She searched in solitude for the fragrance of nectar,
and for wings which she sensed were once there.

Figure 23: Body of the Hive, RPI, 2007.
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3.4.3  Chapter Two: Circus of War

Exploring the hallucinatory effect of war as spectacle, 1940s archival circus film and

World War One footage are combined with synchronized, slow motion trapeze

movements to reveal an enchanted fable about a girl who, through her disillusion with

the human world, decides that she must develop flying powers. As she enters deeper and

deeper into a state of delusion (bolstered by her inability to fly) she discovers that even

her final hope, the idolized American circus, is a covert recruiting mechanism for

military operations.

Circus of War Lyrics…(excerpts)

She floats through the air all elbows and knees
the strange little girl on the flying trapeze

she floats through the air then turns into a bird
and sings you a song you already have heard

She floats through the air all elbows and knees
the strange little girl on the flying trapeze

her feathers are bloody and lost to the wind
perhaps she will fall like a lady of sin

But she could not be a bird, no she could not be a bird
oh how she tried, diligently tried, but she could not be a bird

Come and join our circus troupe where little girls can learn to shoot
missiles, rockets, hand grenades, it’s a nuclear masquerade

Save your pennies, save your dimes, Uncle Sam rewards your crimes
buy a house on a hill, you'll forget all those you killed

But she could not kill anyone, not with such a heavy gun
oh how she failed, miserably failed, for she could not kill anyone

3.4.4  Chapter Three: Flight of the Deer

When the performer falls under the spell of a deer, she at last escapes her humanity and

becomes an antlered doe creature. By appropriating the masculine power symbol of the

buck “rack” and reinserting it onto a feminine character, the divisions between

masculine/feminine identity and human/animal forms are blurred.
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As the scene opens, two performers play a song on accordion and upright bass with deer

strapped to their backs.  The deer face toward the audience as video footage places them

in a bleak forest setting.

In Part Two of Flight of the Deer, cascades of fabric descend from the sky. The two

hybrid deer performers climb these fabrics and suspend themselves within a projected

landscape of clouds and reflections, where they twirl and sing (figure 24).

Flight of the Deer, narration

She pedaled her bicycle distractedly, pretending she could fly
then suddenly she saw a beautiful deer.

Enchanted by the spell of the deer
 she lost control of her bicycle and flew into the woods,

 landing in a magical thicket.

When she awoke the deer was beside her,
and as their eyes met, their breaths faded into darkness.

They arose as one body, intertwined.
 Hearts entangled, bones enmeshed, bruises of blood, fur, flesh & feathers

and with their feathers they could fly. And so they flew.

Rosewind and the Deer, lyrics

Once upon a time my love there was a girl named Rosewind
she serenaded to the deer and slipped beneath the sky.

There was a very special deer whose fur was quite like feathers
together they did roam the world and lay their hearts together.

Upon a mound of bones they came and phantom limbs of war
the battlefields of mission foe and buffalo no more.

A ghostly heard of buffalo arrived with wings of angels
the deer and buffalo did kiss and lay their limbs together.

The girl and deer did wander on for they could never rest
the buffalo did stay at home to tend the fields and forest.

Now Rosewind and the feather deer are flying through the night
They serenade the buffalo aboard a ship of light
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Figure 24:  Todd Chandler & Ryder performing Animalia, Flight of the Deer.  RPI  thesis
performance, 2008

Flight of the Deer, Lyrics

We are together in this flight, we are flying through the night
through the night we will fly, we will fly below the road

below the road we will fathom, we will fathom nocturnal code.
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4. CONCLUSIONS

I cannot think or write about the body without remembering my own destructive-

restructive experiences. As humans, as artists and as animals we have the power to

create and destroy. The body itself can be a navigation device for points of departure and

arrhythmic shifts. We all make choices with our bodies. There is a leaping into the

unknown, a shattering and suspending of time, falling out of step, stepping out of fall,

into summer, skipping spring, embracing winter, barren and hollow like a dying tree

whose center is breath, both empty and full.  Like a stuffed deer, the tree is truncated and

the narratives overlap. Art practice is my never-ending refugee camp of the soul. In this

place I seek asylum from the wars around me. The retreat becomes a platform from

which I can speak. Practice is a place, a home for my homeless gypsy spirit, past down

for generations. The snake eats its tail.  History repeats itself.  The movie runs forward

through the projector, then it must be rewound or played in reverse in order to be

watched again.  The movie is repeated, and the duration of time in which the movie is

viewed is repeated. Is the notion of absolute time rooted in the anticipation of judgment

days to come?  I am the ending, this manifesto is my mending.  I depart with this lineage

and knot the threads that end this gene pool.

4.1  Animalia Email Response Record 1. March 3, 2008

Dear Ms. Cooley,
Thanks to the Times Union write-up you probably had a more diverse
audience than usual to see a multimedia performance, including me. I'm
sending you my impressions not because I know anything about
multimedia art but because I am  an "outsider" and will probably be
affected differently by your work than those within your sphere.

First of all, I thoroughly  enjoyed the presentation and am impressed by
your seriousness in your craft. Overall, the multimedia performance most
resembled a combination of dance and camouflage/nature art to me. I
loved the way the projector covered you with bees and melded you into
the background of bees- you became part of the colony.

I first bow hunted deer in 1958 and am fascinated by animal behavior. I
strongly recommend you make a pilgrimage to the backcountry of one of
the mountain states-especially ID or MT- during the elk rut in September
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if you have not done so. Observing this behavior in Yellowstone does not
come close to completely immersing yourself into this animal culture the
way it does if you are in true wilderness but it is more accessible.

Finally, I would like to share a quote that I posted above my desk at work
that I tried to emulate in my science career that I think will also be
pertinent for interspecies gender studies: “If I had to live my life over
again," reflected Louis Pasteur, "I would try always to remember that
admirable precept of Bossuet: The greatest disorder of the mind is to
believe that things are so because we wish them to be so.   Ron

4.2  Animalia Email Response Record 2. March 4, 2008

Hi-I attended your performance this past Sunday after reading about you
and the show in Metroland. I was not previously familiar with your work
but thought this sounded very interesting. I'm so glad I attended. It was an
amazing show. I'm always in awe of the creative mind and your
performance certainly inspired that in me.

As an older generation person I always find it encouraging to see younger
generation persons in tune with the ills of the world and their subsequent
repercussions. As much as I admire your talent and performance I also
commend you on your keen sensibilities as evidenced in your show. I was
sorry not to be able to attend the reception afterwards to meet you and
Todd…Keep up the great work! I hope to see more of it in the future.
Sincerely and with great respect for what you do.  Mark

Embracing themes of inter-connectivity and political-ecological responsivity, it is my

intention to continue working site-specifically in both enchanted and distressed

locations, and to continue refining the Animalia Performance in preparation for future

productions.

The Spell: On March 31st 2008 a copy of this text was ignited and infused into the Wish

Garden in hopes that the ideas, practices, concepts, collaborations, friendships,

mentorings and loves articulated in these pages continue to take root and grow.  Thank

you again to the very special Thesis Committee spell members, friends, family and

collaborators  for supporting this work and these dreams. I will not forget this time that

we’ve shared together.

Ryder, April 2008.
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APPENDIX

Animalia, Stories of Collapse, Calamity and Departure

performance by C. Ryder Cooley with collaborators Todd Chandler and two

disembodied trophy deer, Still and Scarey.

30 minute Video Documentation of MFA Thesis Performance, produced at the RPI Arts

Department Black Box Theater (Darren Communication Center), Troy, NY, March 2nd,

2008.  Presented in conjunction with an exhibition of performance documents in the RPI

Arts Department Gallery (West Hall).

Due to the remote location of the theater, audience was asked to gather in the West Hall

parking lot the evening of the performance. They were then guided to the performance

site. This video begins by showing a group pilgrimage from West Hall across campus to

the basement of the Darren Communication Center, with an accordion serenade along

the way.


